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Wednesday, March 2 of 2016

DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS?????

Pray and serve for the balance of this world and no longer expect the others to follow your steps.
Abandon your aspirations and your plans of personal achievement for life in this world. Child, God
expects more from you than being a good server. I speak to your heart, which will hear these words
and know they are pronounced directly to it.

The one who is ready to take another step, even if it seems bigger than their capabilities, will know
that I directly call them to not wait any longer to launch themselves towards surrender without fear.

It is you, My child, that I am calling because the things of this world are no longer for you, and I
refer not only to the common human way of life, but also to the natural behavior of humanity.
Because many believe that the only big step to take is the abandonment of their own material life, of
their commitments with the common world, to consecrate themselves to the life of the spirit. But
today I tell you, child, that I invite you to something even deeper than this first surrender, which
impels you to even greater levels of surrender.

I call you to live on Earth as if you did not belong to it, I call you to transcend - with clear actions -
the obscure ways in which humanity expresses itself, a behavior that is carried out because of the
influences of capital forces that circulate the Earth.

Today I call you to be more out of yourself, to just think of this world with the purpose of attracting
Divine Mercy in order for the souls to wake up so they can be helped, in order for peace to reign in
the hearts or at least for them to come to know it.

Child, I invite you to make the Divine Purpose your own and, even if it takes a lot from your cells,
your mind and your emotions, allow yourself to be guided by the impulses of your own soul and
your spirit and to no longer be guided by your imperfect and ignorant personality.

Realize how your soul suffers when you give in to the desires of the mind and when you make your
own the worldly aspirations of your interior in purification, aspirations that root your consciousness
in this world more each time and fill you with yourself, emptying you of God.

Leave aside what elevates you and falsely exalts the insignificance of your planetary being. Leave
aside what roots in you vanity, pride and arrogance, disguised as good works, sometimes even
spiritual.

Child, even that which is positive, it if exalts you, no longer serves you, because the time has come
for God alone to dwell inside you. You must get out of this dwelling and no longer hold ownership
of it, because the Lord has for you a grand destination, however invisible to the eyes of the world, a
destination of celestial victory and earthly humiliation, a destination of loss of everything and
conquest of Christ.

Embrace this new path because soon your Lord will return, who will want to see in you the
fulfillment of these words.
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Your Father and Companion,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


